Single room ventilation unit KWL EC 45
Perfection, in a flash.

Sit back.
Take a deep breath.

Building envelopes in new and renovated buildings are becoming more and
more dense due to increased energy
requirements. The result: Natural air
exchange can no longer take place in
the rooms and the humid and used
air is not discharged to the outside. In
order to prevent moisture damage to
the building structure (e.g. mould), the
necessary air exchange must be conti-

nuous and user-independent.
Controlled domestic ventilation with
heat recovery (KWL®) fully ensures
ventilation pursuant to DIN 1946-6 and
thus guarantees that not only the indoor
environment, but also the energy balance sheet benefit from the ventilation
technology measures. In this respect,
a decentralised ventilation system with

heat recovery offers major advantages,
especially in renovation, as it is an economical and simple solution for single
rooms. Several of the points described
in the following sections should be
considered within the framework of the
planning for the optimal operation of the
ventilation system.

The ventilation solution for single rooms: The EcoVent Verso from Helios.
With regard to decentralised ventilation,
the focus is on two main points: On
the one hand, high efficiency is a prerequisite for the economical operation
of the units and, on the other hand, the
individual ventilation units must form a
complete system in perfect coordination with each other.
The Helios EcoVent Verso unit is among
the best in its class in both categories.
Thanks to the preconfigured order sets
and the quick and simple installation,
the EcoVent Verso provides an economical solution for the ventilation of single
rooms. The perfect combination of ceramic heat accumulator, flow straighteners and EC fan make the EcoVent Verso
exceptionally efficient and quiet.
A minimum of two alternating units form
a functioning ventilation system, whereby
multiple EcoVent Verso units are installed depending on the air requirement of
the residential unit.
The intelligent control unit enables the
optimal adjustment of individual volume
flows – even with an odd number of devices. Furthermore, it is possible for the

first time to implement combi-ventilation
in combination with extract air solutions,
such as Helios ultraSilence® ELS or
MiniVent® M1.
Commissioning is also especially simple: Thanks to the clever software, the
settings can be configured directly via
a PC or laptop - quick and uncompli-

cated. Thus, there is only one thing for
the residents to do: Relax, sit back and
take a deep breath!
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EcoVent Verso.
Perfect for single rooms, in a flash.

Residential ventilation system
with EcoVent Verso single room ventilation units
1

For the demand-based ventilation of
residential and recreation rooms from
one ventilation unit per room – optimally
coordinated with each other due to
shared control unit.
You can find other efficient system
examples from page 10 onwards.
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Kitchen

Efficient ventilation system in a flash.
The EcoVent Verso opens up completely new possibilities for the economical ventilation of single rooms. The
EcoVent Verso is particularly useful if
there is limited space available due to
its compact dimensions, whether it is
used in new construction or renovation,
for single-family houses or apartment
buildings.
The heat recovery is regenerative with
the help of a ceramic heat accumulator. During extract air operation, this
absorbs and stores the heat from the
indoor air in a ceramic accumulator, so
that the heat can be transferred to the
incoming outside air during the subse-

quent supply air phase. The ceramic
accumulator is particularly dirt-repellent due to the smooth surface and it
ensures constant hygienic operation
in connection with the protection grille
and the integrated filter. For the sake
of balanced ventilation, one functional
unit consists of a minimum of two units,
which operate in their operating modes
(supply air/extract air) in alternating
phases. Furthermore, the total number
of ventilation units depends on the air
requirement of the apartment. In this
respect, the volume flows of the individual units are perfectly coordinated
with each other by means of the central
control unit.

Your benefits:
Compact dimensions for external
wall installation with minimum space
requirements.
Economical EC fans for maximum
energy efficiency.
Heat recovery efficiency of up to
88 % (according to latest DIBt test
procedure).
Convenient control, can be connected to extract air systems for combined ventilation.
Simple commissioning by connecting the controller to the PC or laptop.
Multiple award-winning design, perfectly suitable for the Helios extract
air solutions ultraSilence® ELS and
MiniVent® M1.

A minimum of two units form a ventilation unit.
Alternating in minute intervals

Switching mode

Extract air
During the extract air phase, the ceramic accumulator absorbs and stores
the heat from the room air (storage
charging).

Supply air
During the supply air phase, the fresh
outside air absorbs the heat from the
ceramic accumulator and this pre-heated air flows into the room.
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EcoVent Verso: Best features.
Award-winning design.

Your benefits:
More economical and quieter EC
axial fan.
Elegant and timeless design.
Ventilation-optimised internal panel.
Easy, tool-free installation.
Highly efficient flow straighteners for
high heat recovery and quiet operation.
Integrated sound insulation.
G3 air filter, easily accessible and
can be exchanged without tools.

Stainless steel external
panel

Flow straighteners

Sealing

Ceramic heat accumulator

G3 filter

Protection grille
EPP half shell
Protection grille with fan unit
Wall installation sleeve
Plastic casing with integrated airflow
Design internal panel, manually lockable
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Intelligent control.

Unparalleled control intelligence.
The EcoVent Verso is controlled intuitively via the LED controller, which can
be used to control up to eight units at
the same time. The buttons are used
to select the five ventilation stages and

three operating modes (heat recovery,
cross-ventilation und supply air mode).
The ventilation stage and operating
mode settings can be seen immediately at any time with the dimmable

LEDs. They also show the current status of the system and a pending filter
change.

Controller KWL 45 BEU
Clear display of the ventilation stages and operating mode via the LED display.
The functions can be selected using the buttons.
Button Ventilation stages: Five stages + OFF
Button Operating mode for:
Supply air mode
Cross-ventilation mode (non-reversing mode)
Reversing mode with heat recovery
Filter change display
The end of the filter change interval is indicated by a flash code.

Software “HELIOS EcoVent Verso” – Configured, in a flash.
Thanks to the software “HELIOS EcoVent Verso”, the controlled can be
connected to a PC or laptop via the
USB port. As an alternative to configuring the unit using the two buttons on
the controller, the control unit can be
accessed easily and conveniently in this
way.
Thus, the commissioning and the entry
of necessary values (e.g. filter change
intervals or minimum ventilation stage)
can be completed in a short space of
time. All possible setting options can be
changed quickly using the user interface and user-friendly support is provided
with the corresponding help texts.
The set configuration can be saved

directly on the PC or laptop and re-programmed into the control unit if required.
The installation cost in a larger property
is thereby reduced to a minimum. If
lots of the same ventilation systems
are used, the configuration is just set
once for a residential unit and can then

be transferred to several controllers or
apartments as required.
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Ideally planned.
ECO, DIN or COMBI.

Ventilation solution ECO:
System example Page 10
The ventilation of individual rooms primarily takes place in sectional renovation, when an automatic, user-independent ventilation solution is required. As
a quick and easily implemented option,
it is particularly suitable if economic aspects are paramount.
One ventilation unit is formed with two
KWL EC 45 units. One unit operated
in supply air mode, and the other operates in extract air mode. This ensures
an even flow of fresh air through the

rooms. In case of an uneven number of
units, the control unit ensures that the
air volumes are adjusted.
With regard to the ECO variant, only
the supply air rooms are considered
in terms of ventilation technology. The
air exchange in extract air rooms takes
place via window ventilation. Based on
the low number of units, quick and easy installation is guaranteed. However,
it must be noted that precious heating
energy is lost through window ventilation in the extract air rooms.

Ventilation solution DIN:
System example Page 11
Decentralised single room ventilation
systems are also subject to the requirements of DIN 1946-6. If several rooms
with more than 1/3 of the usable area
of a residential unit are equipped with
single room ventilation units, the nominal volume flow must be designed according to DIN 1946-6 for the entire facility. This means that in addition to the
supply air rooms, the extract air volume
flows required in the extract air rooms
must also be ensured. Two EcoVent

Verso ensure the necessary air exchange in wet rooms (kitchen, bathroom,
WC). Individual comfort is ensured with
intelligent regulation and control options. In this way, you can achieve the
best energy efficiency values with the
DIN ventilation solution.

Ventilation solution Combined ventilation:
System example Page 12
Regarding combined ventilation, there
are two options for operating KWL EC
45 units with an extract air system. A
user-independent extract air system is
used instead of window ventilation for the
Eco-Combi solution. The heat recovery by
means of KWL EC 45 units is replaced by
an extract air unit in the extract air rooms
for the DIN-Combi solution. The extract
air system is normally implemented as a
demand-based system. The KWL EC 45

units still ensure the ventilation with heat
recovery in the supply air rooms. If an
extract air fan is activated, the KWL EC
45 units circulate the air flow without heat
recovery. If the extract air fan switches off
again, the units will switch back to heat
recovery mode. The extension module
KWL 45 EM ensures the simple coupling
of the system.

Dimensioning is quick and easy with the Helios online planning software:
www.KWLeasyPlan.de.

At a glance:
Automatic, user-independent ventilation solution for supply air rooms.
Ideal if economic aspects are paramount.
Air exchange in extract air rooms
via window ventilation. As a result,
precious heating energy is lost.

At a glance:
DIN-compliant design according to
nominal volume flow pursuant to
DIN 1946-6.
Ventilation with heat recovery in all
rooms in the residential unit.
Optimal ventilation and energy efficiency of single room ventilation
systems.
Individual regulation of single rooms
is possible.

At a glance:
Coupling with a Helios extract air
system (ultraSilence® ELS or
MiniVent® M1).
Ventilation of internal rooms/
bathrooms according to
DIN 18017-3.
Combination through extension
module KWL 45 EM.
Internal panels for KWL EC 45,
MiniVent® M1 and ultraSilence® ELS
have the same timeless design.
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System example 1 room apartment.
Design variant ECO.

Key:

KWL EC 45

Living

Sleeping

KWL 45 STS-UP

Bathroom

Hall

Kitchen

Bill of quantities System example 1 room apartment:
Ref. no. Type

Name

Design:
ECO

Design:
DIN*

Design:
ECO-COMBI

Design:
DIN-COMBI*

Living and bedroom:
3011

KWL EC 45

Unit

2 pcs.

4 pcs.

2 pcs.

4 pcs.

3005

KWL 45 RSF

Installation kit

2 pcs.

4 pcs.

2 pcs.

4 pcs.

3006

KWL 45 STS-UP

Control set

1 pc.

1 pc.

1 pc.

1 pc.

3012

KWL 45 EM

Extension module

-

-

2 pcs.

2 pcs.

3011

KWL EC 45

Unit

-

2 pcs.

-

-

3005

KWL 45 RSF

Installation kit

-

2 pcs.

-

-

Kitchen:

3006

KWL 45 STS-UP

Control set

-

1 pc.

-

-

6175

M1 / 100 F

Extract air fan

-

-

1 pc.

1 pc.

0717

WES 100

Wall mounting kit for M1

-

-

1 pc.

1 pc.

Bathroom:
3011

KWL EC 45

Unit

-

2 pcs.

-

-

3005

KWL 45 RSF

Installation kit

-

2 pcs.

-

-

3006

KWL 45 STS-UP

Control set

-

1 pc.

-

-

6175

M1 / 100 F

Extract air fan

-

-

1 pc.

1 pc.

0717

WES 100

Wall mounting kit for M1

-

-

1 pc.

1 pc.

*The flow rate specifications are based on the nominal ventilation (DIN 1946-6) for the DIN variants
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System example 3 room apartment.
Design variant DIN.

Key:

Kitchen

KWL EC 45

Bathroom

Child

KWL 45 STS-UP

Hall

Parents

Living

Bill of quantities System example 3 room apartment:
Ref. no. Type

Name

Design:
ECO

Design:
DIN*

Design:
ECO-COMBI

Design:
DIN-COMBI*

Living room, bedroom and nursery:
3011

KWL EC 45

Unit

3 pcs.

5 pcs.

3 pcs.

5 pcs.

3005

KWL 45 RSF

Installation kit

3 pcs.

5 pcs.

3 pcs.

5 pcs.

3006

KWL 45 STS-UP

Control set

1 pc.

1 pc.

1 pc.

1 pc.

3012

KWL 45 EM

Extension module

-

-

2 pcs.

2 pcs.

3011

KWL EC 45

Unit

-

2 pcs.

-

-

3005

KWL 45 RSF

Installation kit

-

2 pcs.

-

-

Kitchen:

3006

KWL 45 STS-UP

Control set

-

1 pc.

-

-

6175

M1 / 100 F

Extract air fan

-

-

1 pc.

1 pc.

0717

WES 100

Wall mounting kit for M1

-

-

1 pc.

1 pc.

Bathroom:
3011

KWL EC 45

Unit

-

2 pcs.

-

-

3005

KWL 45 RSF

Installation kit

-

2 pcs.

-

-

3006

KWL 45 STS-UP

Control set

-

1 pc.

-

-

6175

M1 / 100 F

Extract air fan

-

-

1 pc.

1 pc.

0717

WES 100

Wall mounting kit for M1

-

-

1 pc.

1 pc.

*The flow rate specifications are based on the nominal ventilation (DIN 1946-6) for the DIN variants
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System example 4 room apartment.
Design variant Combined ventilation.

Key:

Living

Kitchen

Bathroom

KWL EC 45

Child 2
KWL EC 45
(additional units
for DIN-COMBI)

KWL 45 STS-UP

Parents

WC

Hall

Child 1

ELS/M1

KWL 45 EM

Bill of quantities System example 4 room apartment:
Ref. no. Type

Name

Design:
ECO

Design:
DIN*

Design:
ECO-COMBI

Design:
DIN-COMBI*

Living room, bedroom and nursery:
3011

KWL EC 45

Unit

5 pcs.

7 pcs.

5 pcs.

7 pcs.

3005

KWL 45 RSF

Installation kit

5 pcs.

7 pcs.

5 pcs.

7 pcs.

3006

KWL 45 STS-UP

Control set

1 pc.

1 pc.

1 pc.

1 pc.

3008

KWL 45 SNU

Switching power supply (flush)

-

1 pc.

-

1 pc.

3012

KWL 45 EM

Extension module

-

-

3 pcs.

3 pcs.

3011

KWL EC 45

Unit

-

2 pcs.

-

-

3005

KWL 45 RSF

Installation kit

-

2 pcs.

-

-

Kitchen:

3006

KWL 45 STS-UP

Control set

-

1 pc.

-

-

6175

M1 / 100 F

Extract air fan

-

-

1 pc.

1 pc.

0717

WES 100

Wall mounting kit for M1

-

-

1 pc.

1 pc.

Bathroom:
3011

KWL EC 45

Unit

-

2 pcs.

-

-

3005

KWL 45 RSF

Installation kit

-

2 pcs.

-

-

3006

KWL 45 STS-UP

Control set

-

1 pc.

-

-

6175

M1 / 100 F

Extract air fan

-

-

1 pc.

1 pc.

0717

WES 100

Wall mounting kit for M1

-

-

1 pc.

1 pc.

WC:
3011

KWL EC 45

Unit

-

2 pcs.

-

3005

KWL 45 RSF

Installation kit

-

2 pcs.

-

3006

KWL 45 STS-UP

Control set

-

1 pc.

-

8131

ELS-V 60

Extract air fan insert

-

-

1 pc.

1 pc.

8111

ELS-GU

Flush casing for ELS-V 60

-

-

1 pc.

1 pc.

*The flow rate specifications are based on the nominal ventilation (DIN 1946-6) for the DIN variants
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Premium-class extract air fans.
MiniVent® M1 and ultraSilence® ELS.

For the first time, the operation of an extract air system (Helios ultraSilence® ELS or MiniVent® M1) can be intelligently combined with
the EcoVent Verso thanks to combined ventilation. The extension module KWL 45 EM allows the combination of the two systems.

MiniVent® M1

ultraSilence® ELS

The small room fans MiniVent® M1 are
known for the highest pressure output,
lowest sound levels and maximum energy efficiency. Two performance levels, jet
water protection IP X5 and high-quality
long-life ball bearings are standard equipment features with clear added value.
Equipped with Helios ultraSilence® technology, MiniVent® operates almost silently
and consumes around a third less energy
than conventional small room fans.
The minimalist premium design is characterised by subtle elegance in every
room. Developed and manufactured 100

percent in Germany, MiniVent® guarantees compliance with the highest quality
standards. Available with overrun and interval operation or barrier-free automatic
functions, such as presence detectors or
humidity control. This reacts to humidity
increases over time with intelligent electronics and effectively prevents mould
formation.

The wonderfully quiet ELS units are
controlled as required and they remove
used air from the kitchen, bathroom
and WC via a central main line, whereby
more than 20 floors or more than 40
individual units can be connected. For
the ventilation of internal bathrooms and
WCs specified in DIN 18017-3. Low
material requirements and quick and
easy installation result in manageable
time requirements and costs. The ultraSilence® ELS units reduce the ventilation
heat requirements and thus contribute to
saving heating energy. No further measu-

rements are required during the building
inspection thanks to the DIBt certification. This provides security and saves
a lot of aggravation. Furthermore, the
costs for planning, riser dimensioning,
tendering and specifications are reduced
to a minimum. The complete planning is
processed quickly at the click of a button
with the Helios ELS software. Material
lists and quotes are completed in a few
steps. Simply download from
www.heliosventilatoren.de.

Further information on the individual types:
www.HeliosSelect.de
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Mounted, in a flash.
Installation in the facade.

Depending on the fan unit, wall openings must be created, e.g. by means of core drilling, and the electrical wiring must be prepared for the installation of the EcoVent Verso. The fan unit can then be installed quickly and easily in three steps:
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3
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Install wall sleeve and external panel.
Once the wall installation sleeve has been fixed in the core hole, the external panel can be mounted to the finished facade.

Insert unit and connect it electrically.
Once the construction or renovation measures are complete,
the unit can be inserted in the wall sleeve and connected
electrically. The fan unit is integrated in EPP half shells, which
ensure the thermal insulation of the external wall.

Attach internal panel. Finished.
Once the fan unit has been installed, the internal panel with
integrated filter can be attached. This can be performed effortlessly without any tools using the practical connector.

Invisible, in a flash.
Installation in the window soffit.

The air inside a thermal insulation system is directed 90° in the window soffit with the newly developed soffit element made from
highly insulating EPP. Apart from the grille in the window bar, no parts are visible on the external facade.
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Install wall sleeve and soffit channel.
Once the wall installation sleeve has been fixed in the core
hole, the soffit channel can be installed on the outside.

Attach soffit channel.
The soffit channel can be installed flexibly on the right or left,
without conversion or additional costs. Furthermore, the EPP
element can be shortened as required using a saw or hot wire.
The soffit channel is attached to the wall sleeve and mounted
to the facade with the provided stainless steel screws.

Integrate soffit channel in the facade insulation.
The integrated condensate drain allows horizontal mounting.
This saves time and simplifies the adjustment of the surrounding insulation boards. Thermal bridges are avoided.

Plaster facade and mount wall grille.
Once the wall has been plastered, the protruding plaster frame can be removed and the wall grille can be screwed on.
Once the construction or renovation measures are complete,
the unit can be inserted and connected electrically. The internal panel can then be attached.
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Order sets.
Perfectly combined.

The clever EcoVent Verso sets are available for a quick and easy selection. They are ideally suited for the individual installation
steps.
1 Installation kit facia

KWL 45 RSF

Ref. no. 3005

Length: 500 mm
Robust wall sleeve (DN 180) made
of plastic material, including plaster
cover for indoors and outdoors
to protect against contamination
in the installation phase. Includes
stainless steel facia panel (dim.
272 x 230 x 50 mm (H × W × D))
with bonded seal. Additional tools
for installation of sloped wall sleeve included in scope of delivery.
Necessary core drilling DN 200.
KWL 45 RSF-B

Ref. no. 1963

2 Installation kit soffit

KWL 45 RSL

Ref. no. 3009

Consists of plastic wall sleeve incl.
plaster cover for indoors and outdoors to protect against contamination in the installation phase, 500
mm EPP soffit channel (fire protection class B1), stainless steel wall
grille and installation material.
KWL 45 RSL-B

Ref. no. 3133

Installation kit soffit with coated
wall grill made of stainless steel for
use in environments with heavy air
pollution or high salt concentration
in the air (near the coast).

4 Control set UP (flush)

KWL 45 STS-UP

Ref. no. 3006

Consists of control element KWL
45 BEU and switching power supply KWL 45 SNU for installation
in flush-mounted box. Enables
the connection of up to 6 units. In
case of more than 6 units, an additional KWL 45 SNU is required.
Max. 8 units per control element
possible.

5 Control set HS (DIN rail)

Length: 500 mm
With coated facia panel for use in
environments with heavy air pollution or high salt concentration in
the air (near the coast). Includes
bonded seal.
KWL 45 RSF-L

3 Unit

Ref. no. 3070

KWL 45 STS-HS

Length: 800 mm
Installation kit, long version. Includes bonded seal.
KWL 45 RSF-LB

Ref. no. 1955

Length: 800 mm
Installation kit, long version, with
coated facia panel. Includes bonded seal.
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KWL EC 45

Ref. no. 3011

Consists of design internal panel with
filter, ceramic heat exchanger, flow
straighteners, external protection grille, EC axial fan with protection grille,
removal tool (cord) and EPP half shell
base frame.

Ref. no. 3007

Consists of control element KWL
45 BEU and switching power supply KWL 45 SNH for DIN rails (2
TE). Enables the connection of up
to 4 units. In case of more than 4
units, an additional KWL 45 SNH
is required. Max. 8 units per control element possible.

Individual components.
Just-in-time.

In case of larger construction projects, individual components are available depending on construction progress. In this respect,
you can obtain individual products on schedule.
Installation package soffit

KWL 45 RL

Ref. no. 4166

Consists of plastic wall installation
sleeve 500 mm and EPP soffit
channel (fire protection class B1).
Includes 2 plaster covers for inside
and outside, for protection against
contamination in the installation
phase. EPP wedge for attaching
the wall sleeve with gradient for safe
condensate drainage.

Wall installation sleeve

Wall stone

KWL 45 WS

Wall grille

Ref. no. 1782

Length: 365 mm
Brickwork installation tool made of
EPS, fire protection class B1. Replaces otherwise necessary core drilling.
KWL 45 WS-L

Ref. no. 1783

Length: 490 mm

KWL 45 LG

Stainless steel wall grille with integrated condensate drain. Includes
bonded seal.
KWL 45 LG-B

Ref. no. 4168

Wall grille with additional coating for
use in environments with heavy air
pollution or high salt concentration
in the air (near the coast).
KWL 45 LG-W

Facade panel

Ref. no. 4167

Ref. no. 4169

Wall grille with white coating.

KWL 45 WH

Ref. no. 4161

Ref. no. 4163

Stainless steel panel for external
wall.

Length: 500 mm
Diameter 180 mm made of plastic
(length 500 mm). Includes 2 plaster
covers for inside and outside, for
protection against contamination in
the installation phase. EPP wedge
for attaching the wall sleeve with gradient for safe condensate drainage.
KWL 45 WH-L

KWL 45 FB

Ref. no. 4162

KWL 45 FB-B

Ref. no. 4164

Facade panel with additional coating for use in environments with
heavy air pollution or high salt concentration in the air (near the coast).
KWL 45 FB-W

Ref. no. 4165

Facade panel with white coating.

Length: 800 mm
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Additional accessories.
For all requirements.

The unique Helios EcoVent Verso range is complemented by the many different accessory components. A suitable solution can
be found for all requirements on an individual basis.
Switching power supply (flush)

KWL 45 SNU

Ref. no. 3008

To extend the control set KWL 45
STS-UP from 6 to 8 units.
Input: 230 V AC, 50/60 Hz
Output: 12 V DC / 1.9 A
Output voltage to SELV protection
class III. Electrical safety according
to DIN EN 60335-1. Tested according to EMV 2014/30/EU.

Power supply switch DIN-rail

KWL 45 SNH

Ref. no. 3001

To extend the control set KWL 45
STS-HS from 4 to 8 units.
Input: 230 V AC, 50/60 Hz
Output: 12 V DC / 1.5 A for installation in the distributin box (2 TE).
Output voltage to SELV protection
class III. Electrical safety according
to DIN EN 60335-1. Meets EMC
requirements according to directive
2014/30/EU.
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Room sensor

HY 3

Extension module

Ref. no. 1359

For connection to the external contact of the control element.
Attention: Parallel use with the
KWL-EM is not possible.
Dim.: 76 × 76 × 34 mm (H × W × D)

Room sensor

HY 3 SI

KWL 45 EM

Ref. no. 3012

For the combined operation of an
extract air system, e.g. according
to DIN 18017, T3 with KWL EC 45
(combi-ventilation) to use the potential-free contact.

Replacement air filter

Ref. no. 1360

For connection to the external contact of the control element.
Attention: Parallel use with the
KWL-EM is not possible. With internal scale.
Dim.: 76 × 76 × 34 mm (H × W × D)

ELF-KWL 45/3/3

Ref. no. 3069

Consists of 2 pc. G3 filter.

EcoVent Verso.
Technical data.

KWL EC 45

Dimensions KWL EC 45

Variant with external facade
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For renovations and new builds.
Minimal space requirement due
to compact dimensions.
For wall thicknesses to 800 mm.
Robust stainless steel external
panel in elegant design.
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Variant with window soffit
Apart from the grille in the window
bar, no visible parts on the facade.
Flexible installation is possible on
left or right of window without
conversion.
Easy integration in thermal insulation system due to installation
without tools.
Can be shortened as required
with saw or hot wire.
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Technical data
Ref. no. 3011

KWL EC 45 1)
Air flow volume at speed level
Supply/extract air V· m3/h











45

37

32

24

14

Sound pressure LPA dB(A) in 3 m

34

29

27

21

14

2.1

1.6

21

17

Sound insulation Dn,e,w dB
Power consumption W

44
4.5

3.4

Heat recovery efficiency 2)
Operating voltage Power supply unit
Nominal current mA

Input 230 V~, 50 / 60 Hz / Output 12 V⎓
42

El. supply line Power supply unit 3)
El. supply line Power supply
control 3)
El. supply line to fan

2.8
up to 88 %

4)

Connection according to wiring diagram no.
Weight approx. kg
1) The required installation kit (Type KWL 45 RSF, Ref. no. 3005) must be ordered separately.
3) Use of NYM-J 3 × 1.5 mm² is permitted.

32

27
NYM-O 2 × 1.5 mm²
NYM-O 2 × 1.5 mm²
J-Y (ST) Y 3 × 0.8 mm²
1091 / 1093
4.3

2) According to latest DIBt test procedure.
4) Use of J-Y (ST) Y 2 × 2 × 0.8 mm is permitted.
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